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The Art of Writing a Review 

Article

Jeremy Short

I was honored to be asked by Talya Bauer to write this article to highlight insights into the 

nature of contributions suitable for the Review Issue of the Journal of Management (JOM). 

Having worked as an author on previous reviews and with the new editorial board on our first 

Review Issue, I hope to provide insights for future contributors.

The review article in JOM is unique in management scholarship, borrowed from long-

standing traditions in other fields such as economics, psychology, and sociology. As such, 

review articles offer perspectives to the management field not commonly presented in 

other outlets. Consequently, review articles have the potential to provide contributions 

akin to valuable works of art. Although there is no formula for great art, there are charac-

teristics of quality work that transcend styles, mediums, and time periods. In a similar 

vein, creating excellent review articles requires careful choices coupled with special care 

and treatment in their preparation to maximize their impact to the greater management 

field. Below, I outline a few recommendations for potential authors of such works. I begin 

by examining the basic creative ingredients necessary for a Review Issue piece and then 

provide some thoughts on how to maximize the general impact, interest level, and lasting 

contribution of such works.

Creative Elements of a Review Article

A common thread between artists and review article authors is that determining an appropriate 

subject is a critical first step before embarking on a project. For a JOM review article, authors 

should first consider the types of domains most ripe for review. An ideal topic is one where a 

number of conceptual and empirical articles have amassed without previous review efforts or a 

synthesis of past works. However, if a topic is widely researched, a review may be appropriate 

when a certain amount of time (5, 10, or 20 years) has passed since the last review effort to 

provide a more up to date assessment of the field. A recent example of this approach is Mathieu, 

Maynard, Rapp, and Gilson’s (2008) JOM article on the last 10 years of teams research. The 

greater management field may also benefit from a review of research streams where past efforts 

resulted in equivocal findings across studies or topics that bridge traditional barriers in the 

management field (such as reviews of subjects that incorporate both macro and micro 

approaches).

Once the topic of the review is decided, providing a thorough review should be the first goal. 

When embarking on this endeavor, management scholars should consider the creative efforts often 

exhibited by seasoned journalists. Like a good reporter, scholars conducting a formal review should 
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also seek to provide a comprehensive understanding of a given topic. A comprehensive and thor-

ough review involves examining the body of relevant conceptual and empirical works in top 

management outlets, as well as specialty outlets. For example, for a review piece about an entre-

preneurial topic I would first look at papers published in top outlets such as Academy of Management 

Review, Academy of Management Journal, Administrative Science Quarterly, Journal of Manage-

ment, Organization Science, Strategic Management Journal, and Journal of Management Studies. 

Specialty journals such as Journal of Business Venturing, Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, 

and Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal would also be important given the particular topic, and 

casting a wide net to include other excellent journals such as Academy of Management Learning 

and Education, Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Journal of Organi-

zational Behavior, Journal of Applied Psychology, and Personnel Psychology may also include 

relevant articles for a review piece. I have been surprised at the number of JOM Review Issue 

proposals that only aspire to review a subset (such as a random sampling) of articles about a 

given topic or propose to sample from a limited number of journals to arrive at conclusions 

about insights in a particularly rich research stream. Examining a subset of articles may be 

more convenient, but the impact of the review will suffer.

Like a good journalist, review article authors should provide a balanced perspective on the 

field, with the goal to present the body of a given topic’s strengths and weaknesses. For example, 

a recent review of research in configurations notes that this research stream has been criticized 

for lack of theoretical basis and lack of statistical power, and the empirical techniques used to 

assess configurations have also been criticized; at the same time, scholars have responded to 

much of the harshest criticism of the field in recent years as empirical efforts have embraced the 

critiques of others to incorporate novel statistical techniques to conduct rigorous empirical 

efforts not evidenced in previous decades (Short, Payne, & Ketchen, 2008). Only when problem-

atic issues are brought to the forefront can scholars tackle such dilemmas head-on. At the same 

time, the focus of a review article should not include an explicitly negative or hostile agenda.

Reporting the Summary, Not the Script

I recall from an introductory psychology course that when asked what a certain movie was all 

about, adults will reply with a short plot summary or a general theme (e.g., Star Wars is a classic 

struggle between good and evil), whereas children will often embark on a detailed retelling of 

the entire plot (e.g., First they invaded this ship, then these robots escaped, then they saved 

the princess, and then they destroyed the Death Star). Such differences in approaches to story-

telling can be compared with differences I have seen in some of the review issue proposals (and 

occasional papers). Less effective works provide little in terms of general themes encapsulated 

in a comprehensive table or figure. Some reviews provide comprehensive results, but at times 

the reporting (and/or a particular table) spans many pages, much like when a child recounts 

every detail of a favorite film. Most reporting of this type is difficult to follow and may be 

beyond the attention spans of many readers, even advanced scholarly readers such as those who 

follow JOM. This contributes to the reader becoming overly immersed in the details (like brush-

strokes or details in a script), rather than understanding the overall themes, plot, or picture. In 

contrast, the best reviews provide a limited page summary (e.g., table or figure) that could be 

understood without reading the text portion of the manuscript. In terms of exemplars, Busenitz 

et al.’s (2003) review provides a figure outlining the boundaries and intersections of the field of 

entrepreneurship. Such graphics provide useful encapsulations of interest to newcomers to the 
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management field (e.g., doctoral students), scholars in other disciplines or research areas as well 

as more seasoned researchers and scholars. Other ways of summarizing a research stream could 

be to compare trends over large periods of time (e.g. decade to decade comparisons), to report 

differences in theoretical perspectives, or to highlight differences in methods used to test con-

structs/relationships.

A Good Review Paper Author Is More Than Simply a Reporter

Although the importance of thoroughness in a review cannot be overstated, and adopting a 

reporter hat is a critical first step, reviewers should do more than simply present just the facts. 

A local traffic reporter might be viewed as being extremely vigilant for warning the same driv-

ers daily that the same major intersection is being heavily trafficked. Although this report would 

indeed be thorough, accurate, and timely, it may not be viewed as particularly interesting. A 

more engaging report might offer alternative routes to a desirable destination or even alterna-

tive methods of transportation not generally considered by the audience. Given the page 

limitations of JOM Review Issues, articles need to provide fresh insights on a number of 

grounds to truly make a contribution. When possible, review articles should entertain, engage, 

and offer new insights. For example, Griffin and Lopez (2005) propose a typology and standard 

definitions for bad behaviors in the workplace to allow for the precision needed to guide future 

scholarly and empirical efforts. The engaging element of this review is that it not only examines 

previous works, but it also provides a blueprint for future efforts, with contributions evident in 

the article text as well as relevant figures and tables.

Two exercises might help authors decide whether or not their review makes the kind of con-

tribution needed for a JOM Review Issues article. The first is to create a comprehensive table 

reviewing previous works and then ask, “Why does this matter?” Often this process will lead to 

a shorter table that is more digestible and pithy in its presentation. You might think about how 

you would present your review as a press release. What is fresh, exciting, and press-worthy of 

your review that was not described in previous work? Perhaps the topic of interest has never 

been reviewed despite numerous scholarly and empirical efforts on the topic. Or, perhaps the 

last review of a topic has been more than a decade ago, and the field has moved forward on a 

number of fronts that you can now outline. Such a review could highlight controversies that 

continue to exist and offer suggestions to remedy these issues and fill remaining gaps in the 

literature.

The second exercise is to make sure your review piece does not serve as a generic template 

(the classic Mad Lib books come to my mind), where most any research stream could be used 

with the same insights as your review. For example, a statement like “the field of _________ 

[insert any research stream here] has been marked by less than adequate sampling practices” is 

not likely to provide the kind of insights that will dramatically inspire future research efforts. 

Rather, review findings should affect our ability to understand key outcomes, such as individual 

and/or organizational performance. Such linkages need to be made clear and explicit to maxi-

mize the value of a Review Issue piece.

Artistic Elements of a Review Article

Although a review piece is a scientific endeavor where thoughtful and careful compilation of 

previous works is key, a review can also be viewed as a work of art (hopefully one appreciated 
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beyond the contributing team). Of course, artists can be either the master or starving types, and 

I hope the following thoughts encourage more of the former than the latter.

Having the privilege to examine the backstage processes of the Review Issue, authors should 

consider that working as an editor is somewhat akin to acting as a museum curator. Curators 

strive to fill their museum with the most interesting and provocative works. Much like a 

museum that may work to represent classical, abstract, impressionistic, and modern art 

works, the ideal review volume would include a variety of topics and perspectives reflects the 

great diversity of the management field. The extent to which a particular JOM Review Issue 

will represent the greater field is partly a function of the editor, but it is also a reflection of the 

particular proposals available in a given year. Acting as a curator (and perhaps in contrast to 

some reclusive artists), we recognize that JOM is about sharing information. Regardless of the 

content in our show, we want the works published in the Review Issue to be viewed, read, dis-

cussed, and debated. The following comments are offered with that goal in mind, with our ideal 

outcomes being that your work may be viewed extensively (as well as downloaded and cited) 

and appreciated by many.

Writing for the audience you intend to reach is key to reaching a favorable publication deci-

sion for peer-reviewed works (Ketchen, 2002), and this advice bears repeating in regard to 

proposals for the Review Issue as well. As noted on the current JOM Web site,

The Journal of Management (JOM) is committed to publishing scholarly empirical and 

theoretical research articles that have a high impact on the management field as a whole. 

The journal encourages new ideas or new perspectives on existing research.

The key message here is that our target audience at JOM is a management audience. Reviews 

of research streams largely outside of the management field are extremely unlikely to appeal 

to a broader management audience (much like a modern art museum is unlikely to house a 

renaissance exhibit). However, outlining contributions from other fields can make for an 

excellent contribution to a review piece, such as Ireland and Webb’s (2007) approach that 

examined cross-disciplinary contributions to entrepreneurship. Bridging differences in 

perspectives in the management field is also a welcome contribution, such as Wright and 

Boswell’s (2002) synthesis of micro and macro human resource management research.

Targeting a management audience from an artistic perspective involves moving past the 

mechanical elements of the review (e.g., citing, counting, and/or chronicling other relevant 

JOM and management works; producing comprehensive Tables that can be easily digested) and 

incorporating relevant theoretical, empirical, and managerial implications that can be drawn 

from review efforts to create something new. For example, a table outlining how a review topic 

can bridge other research streams and spur new theoretical insights moves the Review piece 

beyond simply a mechanical exercise (where the number of articles that use a particular scale 

or method to test a phenomena are counted and reported) to a more theoretical contribution that 

could lead to future scholarly insights. When taking a broader view of theoretical insights, 

Murray Davis’s (1971) classic, That’s Interesting, is an article I’ve read yearly since my gradu-

ate school days that provides a number of concrete ways that works can provide novel interest 

by establishing counterintuitive observations. In short, an interesting proposition argues, “What 

seems to be X is in reality Y.” Extending this type of thinking could be especially valuable in a 

review piece when seeking to identify new areas for future efforts (e.g., “what seems to be an 
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individual phenomenon based on extant research could be explored in future efforts as an orga-

nizational phenomenon”).

In conclusion, writing a review piece is a challenging but rewarding endeavor. Table 1 pro-

vides a potential checklist for authors to consider when preparing Review Issue articles. It is my 

hope that my musings may provide some insights for potential contributors as well as greater 

appreciation for the fine works of art provided by the many JOM Review Issue authors over the 

years.

Jeremy Short

Associate Editor, Journal of Management
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